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INSTRUMENTATION
Speaker
Flute (with a B foot)
B Clarinet (doubling Bass Clarinet)
Viola
Cello

PROGRAM NOTES
SOUL FLOW was commissioned by the American Festival for the Arts for the 2013 Collaborations
Concert in Houston, Texas. The commission was for a new work for speaker and chamber
ensemble, with writer Tacey A. Rosolowski and composer Aaron Alon responding to the year’s
theme, “Desiring Her Soul to be Beautiful,” a line from a Ruth Valladares Corrêa poem that Heitor
Villa-Lobos set in his Bachianas Brasileiras: Aria (Cantilena).

PERFORMANCE NOTES
1.

The score is in C, with the bass clarinet written in bass clef at the sounding pitch.

2.

Unless otherwise indicated, assume the underlying pulse remains constant ( = ).

3.

Accidentals only apply to the octave where written. All accidentals carry through to the end of
the measure. The use of courtesy accidentals does not imply a relaxation of this rule elsewhere.

4.

N is used to mean niente, for crescendi and decrescendi to or from silence.

5.

NV is used to mean non-vibrato.

6.

The flute includes sections of singing while playing. In these sections, the boxed notes indicate
the sung pitches.

7.

The clarinet includes sections of slap-tongue. These are indicated with staccatissimo markings
and the indication “slap-tongue.”

8.

Harmonics tied across the bar line should continue to be played as harmonics, though the
harmonic marking (°) will only appear on the first note.

9.

The speaker’s text is written in italics above each system. This indicates where the speaker
should start speaking each section of the text. An ellipse (…) indicates a continuation of the
text with no break across a page turn or system break.

10.

Measure 66 should begin immediately after the text ending with “…a desire to express itself.”

Duration: ca. 7½ minutes

TEXT
Some people say it holds the echo of the sea. I say, “No.” When I bring a seashell to my ear, I hear the sounds of
my soul.
With a roar my soul convulses: turbulent waves crashing; spray mixing with wind and scraping its way through
hostile terrains of anguish or confusion. Then comes calm, with soft, insistent whispers. Like light rain, perhaps,
or easy waves in a lake lying full and sated in its bed. My soul longs to overflow. Because a soul is not a thing. A
soul is a doing.
A soul races out to touch a sunrise, as if playful fingers could dip sky colors and smudge streaming ribbons of rose
and grey and violet. When I close my eyes, I know I am larger than my body. I embrace a spring morning until it
releases fragrant promise. Then my soul drinks in summer sunlight. I throb with life: like a journeying vine or a
bud ready to burst with honeyed color. Later, when wind turns cold, I gather brown leaves into a crisp rustle and I
become an autumn day. In winter I sweep across fields in wisps of snow. Then I’m the moon’s silver gaze,
watching the earth dream of warmth to come.1
A Greek philosopher taught that, in the beginning, there was only one soul. A Universal Soul, existing beyond
time and space.2 This soul was complete and perfect. Yet it still felt a desire to express itself. So in a magnificent
outflowing, the Universal Soul gave birth to the cosmos: planets and stars and the manifold forms of life.
Some say that my soul is a fragment of that first divine perfection. So is yours. We are parts of that whole, fellows
with other fragmentary souls, bound to one another and to a universe made of the same fundamental stuff.
Somehow my soul understands this: I only exist because of my connections. Then comes amazement. Revelation.
And transformation. “Here I am, amid all of this.” Tangled up with those I love and those who always test my
affections. Suddenly bound to a stranger who tells of joy or pain. I hear trees crying for water during drought, and
I weep with them. Whales sing their ocean songs, and the lips of my soul murmur their exuberant prayers.
This is the wellspring of joy: when I join and share the lives of other beings. When my soul flows forth to touch
ideas captured in pigment or collage; when it swells with the beauty of a mathematical idea, or rides the waves of
musical exploration.
These are the tidal movements of a soul that seeks and loves. Perhaps I hear the ebb and flow when I hold a
seashell to my ear. The spiral form traces the shape of the universe, spinning ever-outward, like the solar wind,
into nebulae and the nurseries for infant stars.3 A mystical path that transports my soul toward the vast All.
And that carries me back. Because my soul needs to understand: What is my essence, my purpose?
What might I offer this world? And so my soul streams back into itself, coiling smaller, ever smaller, seeking
answers. Until it collects somewhere and everywhere within me.
I hear it. Ripples of energy. Cascading passion and joy.

Waves of desire to know and burgeon forth again.

In an essay called, “The Over-Soul” (1841), Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote, “We see the world piece by piece, as the sun, the moon, the
animal, the tree; but the whole, of which these are the shining parts, is the soul.”
2
The 3rd-century Greek philosopher, Plotinus, proposed this idea of the Universal Soul, and it influenced Medieval Christian ideas of the
soul and the origin of the universe. In addition, Plotinus’ writings helped give rise to a form of thinking called “organicism” –a way of
thinking about the fundamental wholeness of physical and spiritual existence.
3
The 12th-century German abbess and mystic, Hildegard de Bingen, used the seashell as a metaphor for the spiral shape of the universe and
for the driving force of energy that enlivens the cosmos. Inspired by her powerful religious visions, Hildegard was a prolific writer, visual
artist, and composer.
1

AUTHOR’S NOTES
“I can trace some of my thoughts about the soul to an evening during my adolescence when I walked
home during a windstorm. I suddenly felt my body boundaries dissolve, as if I had become one with
the air and trees surging around me in the darkness. Later, during my studies, I would find
intellectual touchstones for this profound and exhilarating experience, and I have drawn on a
number of them in creating images of the soul’s activity in Soul Flow: Christian and Jewish mystics;
the Buddhist tradition; American Transcendentalism; and contemporary religious thinkers who
define transcendence as an outward expansion into connection (rather than as a vertical ascension
that strips away dimensions of experience). However, my collaboration with composer Aaron Alon
may be one of the happiest and challenging exercises of soul for me as a writer. This symbiotic
integration of words with music records the exchanges of two eagerly creative souls over the course of
many months.”
—Tacey A. Rosolowski

